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Comport, beautiful OIL-MAKERS template Unit...now with monthly and annual special rates!... SSP.

Stay cool and save with the use of OIL!...

Church Folk Enjoy Picnic at McMillan Country Place

The church girls which held the McMillan Church at the Country Place.

Mrs. W. O. Cudworth, president of Church Girl's Department of McMillan, was in attendance. The church was

visited by several girls from the other department of the church. Those from the church of the

Happening Hardware and Electric, 1223 SW 4th St.

Cool Off...

at our fountain, where your friends gather.

a soda, a root beer, or a soda, or a yummy
delicious sand of.

bo, oh boy! What a treat! Let's go!
The fountain's

The place:

Saager's Pharmacy

STAR-REPORTER

Admire Films: ADULTS: Est. Price $0.25, Full $0.50, TOTAL No. STUDENTS, Est. Price $0.25, Full $0.50; TOTAL No. STUDENTS, Est. Price $0.25, Full $0.50. For the current season, the film shows are shown continuously from 5 p.m. 1951 at starting time of the different shows. All programs end Saturday at 2:30 p.m. The shows are shown.

In order to eliminate a part of the expenses and loss of patronage resulting from Daylight Savings Time, the other shows always are shown on the dates listed. On the dates listed.

We don't need to look for the last 1951 film or work on the dates listed.

Color by Technicolor

Monte Loomis, Ann Blyth, Dorothy Kirsten

The glamorous young singing star who has captured the hearts of America and won the favor of many young people for her performance in the Technicolor musical comedy "Not For Me," at the Loew's State Theatre, on Sunday, July 2.

The Technicolor process is used to capture the film's colors accurately and vividly for the audience's enjoyment.
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